
Mont Vernon Library Building Committee Minutes
September 29, 2022

I. The meeting was called to order at 7:05 p.m.

Name Role Present

Charlie York Member

Bill McKinney Member NA

Christine Hamilton Member

Cindy Raspiller Advisor - Library Trustee

John Quinlan Advisor - Selectmen

Anne Dodd Advisor – Daland Trustee

Jill Weber Advisor – Daland Trustee

II. Introductions

● Christine Hamilton – Moved to Mont Vernon with her husband a little over
two years ago and lives on Twin Oaks.  Daughter, Maeve, was born about
1 ½ years ago.  “We plan to be here for a long time.  This is the first time
we’ve lived somewhere where we can really put down roots and be part
of a community.”

o Fun fact – Really loves board games and has a collection of more
than 100.

● Bonnie Angulas – Library Director – Library Director, also a member of the
Mont Vernon Library Charitable Foundation (MVLCF) BOD.  This has been
a passion project for her.  Lives on Baker’s Way.

o Fun fact - Was a collegiate swimmer on scholarship.
● Jill Weber – Daland Trust – Lives on Francestown Turnpike.  Has lived here

for 48 years.  Jill is a library lover who has been a Library Trustee and is now
a Daland Trustee.

o Fun fact – She is the designer for all of the MVLCF graphics
● John Quinlan – Selectmen – Has been involved with the project since

2015.  Moved to Mont Vernon when he was 14.  Served 21 years in the US
Army.  Long term Mont Vernon Selectman –
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o Fun fact – Has 3 daughters and all female pets, making him the sole
male household member.

● Anne Dodd – Daland Trust – Lives on Mason Road.  Has been in town since
1986.  Has been a Daland Trustee since 2005.  Was a part of the first Library
Study Committee in 1986, before the property was purchased.

o Fun fact – Helped build in one way or another over a million square
feet of schools in ME, NH and MA, mostly NH.

● Jane Holly Weintraub – Daland Trustee – Has lived here for 30 years.  She is
alLibrary lover.

o Fun fact – Lived in Nova Scotia for almost 10 years in her 20s and
drove a cab in Halifax.

● Spencer Lovette – MVLCF Treasurer – Moved to Mont Vernon in 2008.
Attending as a member of the Mont Vernon Library Charitable Foundation
(MVLCF).  Moved to Mont Vernon in spite of the library and got involved in
MVLCF to help improve the facility.

o Fun fact – Didn’t get stung in the face while tending bees today!
● JoAnn Kitchel – Children’s Program Director – Has been in town 17 years.

o Fun fact – Was a Peace Corps volunteer in the West Indies when she
graduated from college!  She taught art to 700 children at a
convent school with NO supplies.

● Scott Foster – Daland Trustee – Lives on Blood Road.  Moved to Mont
Vernon in 1971 – Was a Library Trustee way back, replacing Gladys
Goodwin.  Scott recently joined the Daland Trustees.

o Fun fact – Was captain of his high school baseball team.
● Cindy Raspiller – Library Trustees – Library Trustee since 2004 and a

founding member of the MVLCF.  Currently, chairs the Library Trustees.
Lives on Blood Road in the home of one of the early Library Trustees.

o Fun fact – Spent three years living in the Marshall Islands at the
Kwajalein Missile Range just prior to moving to Mont Vernon in 2000.

● Amy White – Library Trustee – via Zoom – Is a founding member of the
MVLCF, former children’s librarian, designated note taker.

o Fun fact – Her mom and mother-in-law were both librarians - and
her daughter wrote her recommendation when she applied to be
the Daland Children’s Librarian.

● Charlie York – Lives on Main Street next to the cemetery.  He Is in the hotel
business and recently completed a project for Hilton in Boston.  He is
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fascinated with this project and has three kids who have benefited hugely
from this library.

o Fun fact - Has a huge passion for wine and started making wine 20
years ago.

III. Public Comment – None

IV. Roles & Responsibilities

Raspiller gave a project history overview to help the new members
understand the current ask.

This committee is focused on the third phase of design – Construction
Documents.  It follows the work of a committee that John Quinlan led
in 2021 to complete the second phase - Design Development.

There was no building committee in 2018 during the conceptual
design.  In that phase, the Library Trustees worked directly with Dewing
Schmid and Kearns (DSK), the project architects.  They conducted a
series of public meetings in the MPR to gather public input.  Those
sessions were very important in understanding Mont Vernon to create
a design that was specific to our needs and our approach.  It’s not a
“standard” design.  For example, there are no offices, just a single staff
workroom.  The design has few spaces that aren’t available to users.

The direction DSK was given was that the building needed to be
“Frugal, Functional and Inspiring”.  All three are important.  “Frugal” is
obvious.  New Englanders pride themselves on spending money wisely.
“Functional” is also obvious if you are familiar with the way this building
operates.  The staff rearranges the main reading room literally every
day - sometimes more than once, depending on what’s going on.
There are materials stored in the attic and basement, both of which
have accessibility issues.  We are fortunate that there have been no
injuries.  “Inspiring” may be a little less obvious.  This really came from
the vision that John set out early in the project reminding everyone
that libraries are special, and they are different from other municipal
buildings.  It is important that the community see the building as
welcoming – as there for them as more than just a place to complete
a mundane task like registering your car.  Raspiller shared a few
anecdotes about the role libraries have played in her life and told the
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story about a resident who confided that she had not voted in favor of
the 2001 library project because she “just couldn’t vote for that ugly
little white building”.

The intent of this design is to fulfill the functions of a modern library and
inspire residents to come to Town Meeting to support the project and
inspire residents to use the facility once it is built.  We’ve talked about it
as the library for the next 100 years because we recognize that once
this project is complete, the library will need to function well for a very
long time.

She highlighted the complete accessibility of the new design.  There
are no ramps.  There is no need for an elevator.  A resident in a
wheelchair will have the same exact access as anyone else.

Raspiller indicated that the meeting at DSK on 09/14/2022 did raise
some concerns about the current design.  She reminded the team that
a full discussion of those items is next on the agenda, and that staying
on schedule to have firm bids by Town Meeting is important.  Meaning
that any significant changes need to be made sooner than later.
Raspiller noted that the team needs to decide on the roofline and
window options at this meeting.  One of the key roles and
responsibilities of this committee is working with DSK to address the
issues that have been raised.

Raspiller reminded the team that this project is unique in that there are
significant private funds supporting it.  The Daland Trust has committed
significant funding to the project.  MVLCF was founded in 2015
specifically to raise money for the project based on the belief that
private funding would be necessary for the project to be successful.
MVLCF has committed to raising more than $2M toward the project.

Some building attributes that may seem a little extravagant are also
helping MVLCF raise private money.  For example, Sherri Conyers had
seen the fireplace depicted in the new library design when she made
her $1M bequest to name the Main Reading Room in her late
husband’s honor.  Another donor has pledged $50K for naming rights
to that fireplace.  The Foundation not only won the $655K NEH grant in
April, but also raised more than $200K this summer.  Most recently we
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identified a way to get a meeting with the Trustees of the von Weber
Trust, which has the potential to be another large donor to the project.

The team spent significant time discussing voting and the specific roles
and responsibilities of members vs advisors.  York said that his
experience on the Budget Committee leads him to believe that the
Library Building Committee should be independent from the advisory
group and the Library Trustees so that their opinions will carry weight
with residents.  Since the committee has only three members, Raspiller
volunteered to help with logistics like scheduling meetings and making
sure minutes are taken and posted.  The committee agreed to accept
input from the advisors but limit any votes to the three members.

Raspiller expressed regret that Anne Dodd was not more closely
involved with the building design in the earlier stages.  Since she has
relevant professional experience and because the Daland Trust will be
involved in maintaining the building, her input is very valuable.

Bids for the project will be run by the Selectmen and the building
project will be a town project.  The building when complete will be
town owned.
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V. Follow-up Discussion on DSK 10/4/2022 Presentation

Dodd informed the committee that if the building is built as proposed
the Daland trust cannot guarantee that it will be able to fully support
all maintenance of the building every year as it has done historically,
because the Will limits spending to the income from the Trust.

Dodd clarified that in years when the Trust income is higher than
expenses, they can set aside the excess to support future larger
expenses.

She is particularly concerned about the cost of big-ticket items like roof
replacement.  Dodd also noted that routine cleaning and lawn
maintenance and other yard work will obviously be more expensive for
the larger building with larger grounds.  Dodd said that the Trust will
always do what it can to maintain the new building, but that there
may be times when that does not cover all the needs.

Angulas asked whether there could be a Warrant Article for Town
support in a year where there was a large expense like a roof
replacement if necessary.  Quinlan agreed that that could be possible.

Raspiller said we should be clear in the future not to imply that the Trust
will always be able to pay 100% of the maintenance costs for the
building.

The team shared additional building history with the newer team
members.

Hamilton suggested developing a graphic depicting the Daland Trust’s
support over the years.

York asked whether DPW would be responsible for maintaining the
grounds of the new building and Quinlan agreed that would make
sense and talked about the future of the entire town center parcel as
the cemetery is completed and the area above the pond becomes a
park of sorts.

Hamilton asked about the build-out population of the town and
Quinlan explained that the current estimate of ~5000 residents is likely
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to increase as NH zoning laws change to move away from two- and
five-acre zoning.

Lovette asked about understanding whether the project budget
includes past costs and future soft costs.  Raspiller explained that the
project cost target was set at ~$5M in 2018 when the conceptual
design and estimate was completed.  While the initial estimate did not
assume the building would be built immediately, it did not anticipate a
delay of several years and assumed that inflation would remain in the
2-3% range.  The pandemic and the resulting inflation have impacted
both the cost and the schedule.  That 2018 estimate was completed
by an estimating firm.  The numbers DSK is currently looking at came
from last year’s RFP to three construction management firms. Neither of
these are bids and until we have bids, we do not have a firm
understanding of project cost.

Raspiller reminded the team that MVLCF has no plans to stop
fundraising (even after Town Meeting) and discussed some of the other
federal funding that may be available for aspects of the projects.

Angulas pointed out that construction is slowing down and actual bids
may reflect the fact that businesses are not as busy as they have been
in the last couple of years and are hungrier for the business.

The consensus was to move forward with working with DSK to obtain
construction drawings that include reasonable adjustments to reduce
cost.  Once we have actual bids, we can further discuss that final
project cost.

Weber asked about how accountable DSK has been to our budget.
Raspiller explained that they have been very good to work with and
have been very responsive to our requests for additional views,
drawings and meetings and have never billed us for any additional
work.

York agreed, indicating that having the bids is key.

Hamilton agreed that having full quotes lets you pick apart the aspects
of the project that are really driving cost and that while the architects
do have ideas about general costs, they don’t have the specifics the
way the GC will.  She also said that she thinks they have made some
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good choices in terms of frugality - the one consideration is the roof
and the pitch, but there are arguments on both sides.

Raspiller assured that group that no decision is final if we later learn
new information that calls it into question.  Later adjustments will
obviously result in added design costs, but we can and will make
changes when warranted.

The group discussed the fact that the building HVAC design
incorporates electric heat pumps.  Dodd had also raised this as a
concern at the 9/14 DSK presentation.  She noted that given this she
was surprised to see baseboard heat in the building.  Hamilton and
York suggested that this is likely due to the cathedral ceilings in two
areas of the building.  Dodd is also interested in understanding why
there is not radiant heat in the Children’s Room.  Raspiller clarified that
these questions can be addressed at the next meeting with DSK on
10/5.

Key decision needed tonight is on the roofline.  The group discussed
this in detail at several points during the meeting, but it can be
summarized as follows:  The current building design includes a south
gable over the Main Reading Room area, a north gable over the
Children’s Room and Programming Room and a flat membrane roof
over the central corridor that includes the Kitchen and mechanical
areas.  Dodd was very concerned by this design when it was reviewed
at the DSK meeting on 9/14 and DSK has worked in the intervening
time to propose alternatives that would mitigate her concerns.  Her
concerns include maintaining the flat roof, potential water leaks
caused by ice dams as snow sheds from the gables onto it and
potential snow loading.  DSK has assured us that these issues are all
considered in the roof design and has offered to arrange a discussion
with New England College, where they constructed a similar roof
system several years ago.

The design changes discussed included changing the north gable to a
simpler design with a lower overall height and symmetrical sides.  This
option is lower cost and will reduce the snow from the north shedding
onto the flat roof area and change the transition between the two as
well.  Two other options that changed the north gable to a shed style
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roof were also discussed.  The first option avoids having to change the
interior design of the cathedral ceiling in the Children’s Room.

Dodd: I don’t think there is another option, we need to go with the two
gables.

York:  The original design is special; we should go with it. I think we
should consider bidding both roofing choices (asphalt vs metal) to
understand the cost impact on the overall project.

Hamilton concurred.

Raspiller also mentioned additional mitigation that can be
incorporated into the flat roof area such as heating on the flat surface
or within the drains to be able to address ice dams in the future.

The team discussed potential cost saving ideas and agreed that it is
important to understand the impact before making final decisions, for
example, the children’s room floor has an awesome design - if
changing that saves us $100K - then that is a tradeoff that might be
worth it - but if the savings is minimal, it wouldn't be worth it.  Those are
the type of issues we need to think about after DSK presents options at
the next meeting.

The team also discussed the extensive landscaping in the current plan.
Dodd listed some of the plant materials included and noted that they
are expensive.  Raspiller agreed that the landscaping is an opportunity,
particularly because it can not only be simplified, but it can also
potentially be partially deferred until after the building is completed.
The hardscape needs to be done with the building and something
must be planted to stabilize the open areas.

Dodd also noted that there are items included in the current
landscape plan that are really part of the road project.  Quinlan
agreed that those items ought to be shifted to the road project and
eliminated from the building project.

Angulas shared a cautionary tale about other projects that have not
made sure the money was available for furnishings and fit outs.  The
team discussed the option of quoting the fit out of the Programming
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Room as an option if we think grant funding may be available to
complete that phase.

Weintraub asked about reducing the square footage.  Raspiller
explained that the team has been very reluctant to reduce square
footage because the 2018 Library Needs Assessment is already nearly
five years old and it was based on a build out population of 5,000
residents that is likely to change with the zooming laws.  We don’t want
this 50-year project to improve Mont Vernon’s library facilities to
produce a building that needs an addition very soon.  The team
discussed the fact that the video walk-through makes it feel more
spacious than it is.  Quinlan suggested that a 3D model would be
useful.  Raspiller indicated that they are very expensive, and Hamilton
offered to look into potential student resources that might produce a
model at low cost.

Votes:

Roofline - Original roof w/ the minor change first proposed by DSK in
the PDF to remove the jog on the north edge.  Motion by York, second
by Hamilton.  McKinney absent.  Motion passed.

Windows - Revised version with five windows in the shed dormer and
half as many clearstory windows on the row below.  Motion by York,
second by Hamilton.  McKinney absent.  Motion passed.

VI. Planning Board Follow-up
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Quinlan met with Meridian this morning (9/29/2022) to address the
concerns raised by the MV Planning Board.  Their concerns relate to
the current road siting and design and the sightlines on Grand Hill Road
where the access road would enter.  He gave the new team members
an overview of the history of the site selection and site challenges.

Quinlan is using funding approved at the 2021 Town Meeting to have
Meridian review the site assessment to establish whether the library is
sited at the best possible site on the property.  They will consider
wetlands impacts, construction costs, other environmental impacts, the
future cemetery project and sightlines on Grand Hill and Weston Hill
Roads.  A final report is their deliverable.

Quinlan said he will work with the planning board and try to get them
to take a formal vote before the Town Meeting so that we will not
repeat the events of the 2022 Town Meeting.

VII. Future Meeting Schedule

▪ October 5th 3-5 @DSK
▪ October 12th 7-9 @the library
▪ October 19th 7-9 @the library (if needed)
▪ October 26th 3-5 @DSK

VIII. Agenda Items for Next Meeting 

IX. Adjourned @ 9:05 p.m.
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